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Input Image

3.0 Model

In this papel; we addres.\' a new algorithm for recognition and reconstrttction of 3-D polyhedral objects, based on
perceptual grouping and graph search technique. Perceptl~l grouping is peiformed in a model-basedframework,
in
~vhich decision tree classifier is employedfor
learning and
retrieving geometric information of the 3-D model object.
On the other hand, in order to extract the polygonal patch
structure, initial grouping result is represented by a Gestalt
graph. Polygonal patch hypotheses are then generated by
graph search and verified by the consistency test ~vith the
model. In the experiments, it is shown that the m~del-based
grouping reduces the nltmber of the generated hypotheses
efficiently, and fi4rthermore, robust recognition and reconstruction are achieved by means of the graph search tech-
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is considered as a powerful methodology for the problem of
extraction and recognition of polyhedral object<; and manmade structures. Furthermore, the bottom-up grouping hi-
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algorithm is proposed, based on the model-based perceptual grouping algorithm. In order to achieve 'model-based',
the proposed algorithm employs decision tree classifier [6],
which is learned from the training samples extracted from
the model. The input instances are fed into the decision tree,
yielding Gestalt relationships between them. Gestalt graph
is then established to model the network of 3-D feaLures.
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Based on this representation, graph search is performed LO
generate polygonal patch hypotheses, in which each of them
consist<; of the consistent chain of features. In this proce-
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dure, subgraph decomposiLion is used LOreduce the search
space. The overall block diagram of the proposed algorithm
is shown in Figure 1.

approach
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This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, a
meLhod for exLracLing linear feature and range image is pre-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Space encoding
range finder (a)
System configuration
(b) Calibration box with
known reference points

sented. Learning and evalualing decision tree is described in
Section 3. In Section 4, algorithms for constructing polygonal patch and polyhedral shape are given, ba.c;edon the proposed graph representation. The experimental results are
provided in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2

Feature Extraction
and Imaging
System
Our main concern is to group image features perceptually. In our approach, it is a.c;sumedthat the model object
has polyhedral representation. which is common situation
for the most man-made objectc; and aerial scenes. Since
the line edge drawing in 2-D characterizes 3-D polyhedral
model efficiently, line segment could be useful feature in
our work.

" ", " ., '"
(c)

Figure 3. Error modeling of the range finder
(a) Error distribution
at the reference points
(b) Measured probability distribution
function
(c) Estimatet:f Gaussian distribution
function
(d) Estimate~:f Gaussian density function

distribution of m(:a.~ureddata is shown in Figure 3 (a). in
which the mea.~urementerror is scattered in omnidirection.
forming a cluster.
Since the direction of the error is observed to be almost
random, the distance from the tnle position to the mea.~ured
can be regarded a.~a random variable X. In order to derive
the a posteriori probability densiLy of X. the cumulative
disLribution function F(x) is first considered as follows.

2.1 2-D Line Feature Extraction
In order to obtain line segments, we first extract edgels
using the Nevatia-Babu edge detector. Note that the performance of the Nevatia-Babu edge detector shows comparable performance to the Canny's edge detector, especially when we deal with objectc; of line features as in
our case. Besides, il is much faster than the Canny's.
The delected edgels are linked together by searching 8connectivity neighborhood. Then, each linked chain is fitted by several straight line segments, taking into account the
approximalion error and minimum length.

F(x)

= Prob(X

$ x)

=

# (S~mp~es-with
# (Total

=

2.2 3-D Range Image Acquisition
The grouping process is performed in 3-D in our approach. In our work, the space encoding technique is used
for 3-D range imaging. The system configuration is shown
in Figure 2 (a). Note that other techniques, such as laser
scanner and stereo matching, can also be used if available.
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where Bk is the position of the distance error. In Figure
3 (b), obtained F(x) is shown. Since F(x) is not differentiable in this ca'ie, functional fitting is performed by assuming Gaussian density to find the variation a~, with which
the resultant cumulative distribution is best fit to the measured F(x). The obtained titteddistribution
function. F(x).
actlJaIly approximates the F(x) very well as in Figure 3 (c).
The resultant density function, f(x), is also shown in Figure

2.3 Noise Modeling of the Range Imaging System
In order to make the further process be more reliable and
robust, noise modeling is performed by mea.c;uringand analyzing the noise distribution of some reference points with
known 3-D coordinates. Figure 2 (b), shows a box with 72
reference points on it. Several hundreds of range data are
measured for Lhosep<)ints.while rotaling lhe box. The error

3 (d).
The mea'iUrement error is observed to be increasing in
proportion to the distance D from the focal plane to the object. The effect of the different system configuration can be
compensated by considering the random variable X, which
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(NO). and each class is further classified into strong (8)
or weak (W) cla'is according to the confidence level. The
confidence level is measured by evaluating the supportive evidence of each instance. The supportive evidence of
collinear pair is the distance. 0. between the end point'i. The
distance is compared with the prespecified threshold. yielding the decision nJle a'i follows.

CLs = { CL I ~ I I
mln~I,2
CLw
=
{ CL I -'-11
1 I"

mln\,I,'2}

)

< a}
-(4)
> a} ,

where 4 and 12 denote the length of two line segments. respectively. The supportive evidence of the parallel pair is
the overlapping ratio after the normal projection of one on
another. The test is formalized as follows.
pp S :=
PPw

Figure 4. Block diagram of the classification
using decision tree classifier

where Dm representc; the mean distance from the focal
plane to the reference pointc;. Then. the noise variance is
obtained a.c;follows.

3

Learning
Tree

Gestalt

D

) 2q2

(3)

Using

(6)

where L1 and L2 mean the length of the complete line segment~. which is extended to the corner point. Note that a. fJ.
and'1 in (4). (5). and (6). respectively. denote the decision
parameters detemlined empirically.
3.3 Node Attributes
The node attributes should provide proper measures to
distinguish geometric differences among different target
cla.<;ses.In order to distinguish convergent from collinear
and parallel. the between-angle property (0) is first considered. Next, dmin is also used. which is acnJally defined as
the minimum distance between infinitely extended line of
each line segment, to encode relative position. In addition
to them. since par1Lllelsegment<;must be overlap each other.
projected overlapping ratio, R. is also taken into account.
Note that in 3-D, coplanarity, C, is a necessarycondition for
a pair of line segments to be grouped as one of the non-null
target classes discussed before, and this can be evaluated by
calculating the deviation of points from the fitted plane. In
summary, an instance is represented by an attribute vector
I. which is given by

m

Principles

(5)

{PPI mln.Lo
(11,I 2) -< {3} ,

CV s = {CV I m~n(t1;, ~) > '1}
CVw = {CV I m~n(t1;, ~) ~ '1} .

(2)

( Dm

I° o > {3
}
,12)

where Lo repres(~nts the overlapped length. On the other
hand, the supportive evidence of the convergent pair is the
ratio of the segment length to the virtual perfect one. It
measures the completeness of forming comer. The decision
rule is given by

is given by

q2 =

==

{PP I m
.~~I
.L
mj~tl}

Decision

Classifier

In the first-IeveI grouping procedure. collinear. parallel.
and convergent pairs of 3-D lines are extracted by employing decision tree lcaming technique [6]. Each of them is
then classified as strong or weak group according to the
combinational completeness. In our approach. decision tree
is constructed by learning training examples. which are actually obtained from a given 3-D CAD model. Learning
tac;k is pertonned by using the ID3 algorithm [6]. The overall block diagram of the clac;sification is shown in Figure
4.

3.1 3-D Reference Model and Training Samples
As a usual model-based approach, we have 3-D CAD
model as shown in Figure 5 (a). It consist" of several line
segment" and polygonal faces. The lraining samples are
basically the set of each pair of 3-D line segmenls of the
model. which is represenled in a vector form.
3.2 Target Class
The larget class consist'i of four categories including
collinear (C[.}. parallel (PP}, convergent (cy}, and none

I={(),dmin,R,C}.
3.4

Discretization

of the Continuous

(7)
Attributes

Since ID3 assumes that all attributes are categorical, the
numerical attribut(~s should be discretized prior to tree constnlction.
In obtaining training samples from 3-D polyhedral model, since the given model is a perfect CAD model.
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ture. polygonal patches are then first extracted based on the
Gestalt graph, which is constructed based on the grouping
resull~.
4.1

Graph Representation

and Subgraph

Decom-

position
In our approach. the network of the Gestalt relationships
is generated. Our graph representation puts the derived
Gestalt principles together into a graph simultaneously as in
[4]. The Gestalt graph, G. is defined as a 3-tuple. given by
G = (V, E, DT), in which V. E. and DT denote the set
of vertices. edges, and the decision tree classifier. respectively. Note that, in case that the output ofDT is CV or pp.
the edge attribute is not only the Gestalt principle but also
the coefficient of lhe plane on which the attri butes lie. Some
of the major nomlal directions are collected. Then. according to the infonnation. the nodes can be clustered into a
few subgraphs. l'herefore. a subgraph consisl~ of the line
segmenl~. which ~~anbe inside of a thin plate of space. Using the subgraph constraint. the computational complexity
in the patch hypothesis generation procedure can be much
reduced.

(a)
M"'".""'"""-

~"'

(c)

Figure 5. Attribute noise modeling for simple
box model (a) Simple box model (b) Probability density of the angle attribute (c) Probability density of the distance attribute (d) Probability density of the coplanarity attribute

(), dmin, and C have a few dominant values. Due to the inherent noise added in range finding, the observed attribute
should be distorted by the positional error of the line segment~. Since it is not a simple ta~k to compute the probabilistic distribution of the attributes, in our approach, instead, an instance-ba~edlearning technique is adopted. That
is, lot~ of random instances are generated using the known
positional error distribution. Then, the attribute values are
collected. which can be thought that the salnples are randomly generatedaccording to the unknown probability density. In this context, the probability distribution is inversely
estimated from the samples. Note Lhat it can be also a~summed
that the density is Gaussian N(m, O"~).
In Figure 5, a simple model is shown and the generaLed
probability density is plotted for the angle, minimum distance, and the coplanarity attributes. Using 99 % of confidence level, each density function N(m,0"~) produces a
di.~cretization interval [m -2.580"A,m + 2.580"A]. When
the interval is overlapped, the maximum a posteriori decision rule is applied. Each interval ha~ the classification
class of original model instance. The uncovered interval
corresponds to the class NO.
4

Reconstruction
of Polyhedral
Shape
As a result of the first-Ievel grouping, useful Gestalt relationships between each pair of line segment~ are obtained.
In order to recognize and build the 3-D polyhedral struc-

4.2 Synthesis of Polygonal Patch Hypothesis
In order to e,~tract the 3-D polygonal structure. 3-D
alignment metho<i is employed in our approach. First, a
super-node is considered, which is defined a~ a pair of connected nodes. of which edge attribute is either CV or PP. A
pair of super node is selected to determine whether they can
be aligned to the geometric structure of the 3- D model. During the alignment. relative angle. corner distance. and projective distance aI.e tested. After the alignment procedure.
only 3-D polygonal structures which is formed from the
model object are remaining. Note that alignment method
is actually second level model-based grouping. while decision tree cla~sifier is first level model-based grouping procedure.
s

Experimental

Result

Experiments are carried out on the block test imagcs
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, in which the input is both
intensity and range image. The model object to be recognized is shown in Figure 6 (c) and Figure 7 (c). After
the first level and second level grouping process, polygonal
patch hypothescs are gcnerated as shown in Figure 6 (d) and
Figure 7 (d). respectively. in which all the hypotheses are
shown together. Note that in Figure 7 (d), another group is
obtained which has very similar geometric properties to the
given model. Although the grouping results may yield two
or more groups of 3-D polyhedral object. i.e., connected 3D polygonal patches. we can select the desirable group ea.c;ily by simple alignment to the model. Thc whole process
takes less than 1 minute on Pentium II 4()() MHz processor.
In Figure 8. synthesized photo-realistic model is shown
in virtual environment. Note that the tcxture is extracled
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(a)

(a)

(b)

0G::J

(1:::
(c)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Figure 7. Experimental results (a) Input intensity image (It» Input range image (c) Model
object (d) Gr,ouping results

Figure 6. Experimental results (a) Input intensity image (b) Input range image (c) Model
object (d) Grouping results

from the input intensity image and mapped onto the generated polygonal hypotheses, yielding reconstructed 3-D
polyhedral objects. In Figure 8 (b) shows lhe back side of
the reconstructed object, which does not have texlure data
in some facel. Nole that lhe complete photo-realislic model
could be obtained by using multiple
6

views.
(a)

Conclusion

In lhis paper, we have proposed a model-ba.<;ed perceptual grouping for recognition and reconstruction of 3-D

(b)

Figure 8. Reconstructed
3-D polyhedral object in virtuall environment (a) Photo-realistic
object (b) Ba,ck side

polyhedralobject.
The main idea of lhe proposed algorilhm
is lO utilize not only the Gestall principles but also the information provided by the given 3-D CAD model. The noise
model is considered to obtain lhe discrele inlervals for lhe
continuous allribules in lhe decision lree classifier.
Our future work includes grouping-based object recognilion and lracking in image sequences and use of other 3-D

[3] P. Havaldar, G. Medioni, and F. Stein, "Perceptual grouping
for generic recognition," International Journal of Computer
Vision, vol. ::?0,no II?, pp. 59-80, 1996.

sensing melhods, such as stereo malching. Nole lhal we are
also considering using lhe proposed melhod in image-based
modeling, in which simplified 3-D world is construcled by
fitting the object<; in the scene lO a few simple geometric

[4] V. Murino, C. S. Regazzoni, and G. L. Foresti, "Grouping
as a searching process for minimum-energy configuration of
labelled random fields," Computer Vision and Image Understanding, vol. 64, no.1, pp. 157-174, July 1996.

primilives

[5] K. L. Boyer and S. Sarkar, "Perceptual organization in computer vision: ,~tatus, challenges, and potential," Computer
Vi.rion and Image Understanding, vol. 76, no. 1, pp. 1-4,
October 1999.

such as cube, cylinder, cone. and sphere.
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